This spring, Hutton House will be offering several multi-faceted lectures that reflect the intellectual and cultural excellence of Long Island. We are featuring 10 lectures from April 3 to May 22, 2019 that bring you on a journey of the social, educational and historical identity of our 118-mile island. Speakers will include Tweed Roosevelt, great grandson of Theodore Roosevelt, Monica Randall, author of Mansions of the Gold Coast, Roger Tilles, Member of the New York State Education Department Board of Regents, James Bernstein, veteran business reporter for Newsday, and Dr. Molly Hammel, associate professor at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.

(See reverse side for details)
Lectures are held in Lorber Hall unless otherwise noted.

**GOVERNMENT:** Brooklyn-born former congressman Steve Israel provides a behind-the-scenes understanding of the local, national and world politics (April 23, May 14, 1:30 pm, Krasnoff Theater, $45 each). Tweed Roosevelt, great grandson of Theodore Roosevelt, and author Geoffrey Cowan, discuss TR's leadership style in *Let the People Rule* (April 12, 10 a.m., Krasnoff Theater, $40).

**HISTORY:** Explore the brilliance of the Gold Coast with Monica Randall (*Tiffany’s Laurelton Hall*, May 3, 1 pm, $30) and Legendary Women of Long Island, May 24, 10 am, $30); Orin Z. Finkle (*The Fading Sophistication of Long Island’s Wonderful Early 1900s Estates*, April 3-May 8, 10 am, 5 sessions at $120), and Barry Rivadue (*Long Island A-Go-Go: 1964-1967*, May 14, 10 am, $30).

**EDUCATION:** Meet NYS Education Department Regent Roger Tilles as he discusses *Education Excellence for All Kids*. (May 17, 10 am, $30)

**AVIATION:** Consumer Reports’ William J. McGee, author of *Attention All Passengers*, explores the trouble plaguing “the friendly skies” and the grounding of Boeing’s 737 max 8 jets. (April 29, 1 pm, $30)

**HEALTH AND SCIENCE:** LIU Care Health Administration Professor and attorney Linda Vila examines the legal and moral dimensions of medical issues spanning the life cycle. (May 13, 10:30 am). Dr. Molly Hammel, winner of the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Ben Barres Early Career Acceleration Award for her research on ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease) presents *Dark Matter in the Genome*. (May 22, 1 pm, $30)

**MEDIA:** Newsday’s business reporter emeritus James Bernstein explores the media’s obligations to the public. (May 6, 1:30 pm, $30)